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Farewell to Grace Legends

Four long-termers
call it a day including the
Great Man himself - Alan Steed
On behalf of everyone from the WA Branch of
the Transport Workers Union of Australia,
I would like to wish you and your family a safe
Christmas and trouble free New Year.
Enjoy yourself but keep in mind the double demerits
on the road this holiday season.
Any silly decisions you make could impact your
livelihood or worse, yours & other’s lives.
Stay safe, enjoy valuable time with loved ones
and take care of each other, particularly in these
tough economic times.
Kindest wishes, State Secretary – Tim Dawson

Suddenly it occurred to Major
that maybe
the guy in the red suit wasn’t a
robber.

AHG Refrigerated Logistics
wishes all drivers and their
families a safe and happy
holiday season.

AHG REFRIGERATED LOGISTICS PROVIDES INTEGRATED
TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED TRANSPORT AND
STORAGE SOLUTIONS AUSTRALIA-WIDE.
ALWAYS RECRUITING LINEHAUL AND CHANGEOVER DRIVERS.
EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS WELCOME.
IN PERTH, CALL RAND ON 08 9374 1800.

Published by Perth Advertising Services. Phone: 9375 1922. Fax: 9275 2955.

New Union Shopper
Will Save you Heaps

Including an average 9%-13% off
your best price on
electrical appliances, 2
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We are delighted to announce that your TWU
Membership Card now grants you access to
the united bargaining of the Union Shopper
program.

BRANCH COMMITTEE
OF MANAGEMENT

PLUS all the services and discounts the
TWU has been affiliated with for such a long
time.

• Save an average of 9%-13% off your
best price on electrical appliances and
whitegoods.
• Save up to 15% on laptops, desktops
& tablets.
• Wholesale Grocery Shopping:
Your membership card still gives
you and your family entry to the
massive Campbells Cash and Carry
Warehouses, all-year-round, at Balcatta
and Canningvale Simply present your
card at reception.
• Up to 10% discount off a huge range
of leisure activities throughout Australia
and New Zealand, including theme
parks, hot air ballooning, eco-tours and
dinner/show packages.
• Discount Movie Tickets: Same day
postage all year round for all metro
cinemas. Simply call Smart Club
on 9330 0789 and quote your TWU

Take your card to
day!

Your union doesn’t work unless you do, and
therefore the more YOU use the service the
STRONGER the bargaining POWER and the
better the BENEFITS.

BIG savings on a wide
range of products.

Tear out

Union Shopper is a 100% union-owned
organisation that has been providing its
members and their families with great
savings throughout Australia for over 35
years.
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number. Discounts also at Adventure
World & Rottnest Island Ferries. (Smart
Club closes down between December
21 – January 2)
• Mortgage Planning, Motor
Vehicle purchasing power, travel,
accommodation, discounted gift cards,
insurance services and SO MUCH
MORE

All our members will
be receiving their updated
member card and Union
Shopper booklet by Christmas.
Ensure you renew your membership
this month to ensure you receive
your discount program before
Christmas – if you haven’t
already done so.

• Mark Bebich (Vice President)
• Paul Aslan
• Bruce Spaul
• Ralph Roth
• Andy Payne
• Bill Nuttall
• Peter Elliott
• John Davis
• Deborah Dunbar
• Mick Cook
• Mick Lawson
DIRECTORY
Telephone
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Facsimile (Fax)
6313 3099
Website
www.twuwa.org.au
Email
info@twuwa.org.au
Address
Level Three
82 Beaurfort Street
Perth, 6000
Postal
PO Box 8497
Perth Business Centre
WA 6849
TWU Super
1800 222 071
FREE CALL
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Qantas Ground Services

BREAKTHROUGHS
WA SECRETARY TIM DAWSON WITH SOME GOOD NEWS

A TWU negotiating team has secured
vastly improved Qantas Ground Services
pay and conditions including major
breakthroughs in the creation of full-time
jobs and payment of bonuses.
Despite saying QGS jobs would only
ever be part-time, Qantas management
has now agreed to provide 32 full-time
positions within 6 months.
The locations and workplaces for these
full-time positions will be confirmed
through a consultative process with our
union.
There will be ongoing reviews of fulltime
positions in October each year and we
will be hoping for more positions to be
created.

Under the new agreement, all QGS
employees will become eligible for two
bonus payments:
BONUS 1: 5% of ordinary earnings
calculated on 12 months ordinary time
for the period immediately preceding
ratification of the Agreement.
BONUS 2: $2,500 for part-timers; $3,000
for full-timers.
The new package also includes:
 Two 3% pay increases;
P
 enalty rates for shift extensions and
improvements in overtime rates;
 Superannuation increase to 10%;
 Stability and consistency of rosters;

D
 omestic violence leave – up to 10
days;
 Improvements in classifications
 All training required by the company
including computer based training to
be conducted during paid time.
Meetings have been held in all states
and our members have given the new
deal their stamp of approval.
I would like to thank our local aviation
organiser Glen Barron and all those
QGS members who supported our
campaign so strongly.
In difficult economic circumstances we
have certainly come a long way.

PLUS WE HAVE LIFT OFF WITH NEGOTIATIONS AT VARA
Flight attendants with Virgin Australia
Regional Airline’s (VARA) answered
the call in droves when the TWU put out
a survey to determine what changes
they would like in their EBA.

Together
We Are
Stronger

Most importantly they want to ensure
there are no changes that leave the
cabin crews worse off than the current
EBA.
Our members at VARA are sensible
and conscious of the current economic
situation and their log of claims reflects
this attitude.
VARA employees want to see less
shifting goal posts and more certainty
with clearly defined duties.
They want fewer grey areas in the
agreements, wording that management
can interpret to suit the company.
Good drafting of their EBA has a high
importance rating and the TWU will
strive to deliver exactly that.
We are also pushing for more stable
job security provisions and clearly
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specified full time/part time and casual
percentages.
Improving redundancy provisions is
also high on our members’ agenda.
And fairer rostering systems with a
designated senior person in charge
and a written selection process to
ensure transparency for all crew.
Gold days are also on the wish list at
Vara. An incentive that is highly rated in
aviation by pilots and crew across the
industry.

Gold days give employees access to
a guaranteed time off to attend major
annual events and commitments - not
limited to weddings, birthdays and/or
funerals.
If everyone else in the long-distance
flying sector has them, why shouldn’t
VARA?
We wish our bargaining committee the
very best.
Their log of claims is fair and it’s about
time we pulled VARA up to par with the
rest of the country’s high fliers.

‘Show Cause Why You
Shouldn’t be Sacked

‘It pays to have a TWU rep with
you at disciplinary hearings’
Recommends LEON RURI
Common issues that I regularly deal with
in my role as a TWU organiser are show
cause notices and disciplinary hearings.
And I can’t stress to members strongly
enough just how important it is to have a
witness present at your hearings.
In the last three months alone, I’ve
appeared at five separate disciplinary
hearings and we subsequently saved
five member’s jobs.
Five out of five is a great result for all
involved, but they could have swung
the opposite way with people getting the
boot.
We all know the economy is struggling at
present and if firms can reduce employee
expenditure by pulling you up for doing
the wrong thing, they will.
However, we also know companies don’t
want to drag things out with expensive,
time-consuming proceedings.

Members have the NO COST benefit
of union representation at disciplinary,
conciliation
and
arbitrated
unfair
dismissal hearings.
At disciplinary hearings we:
•P
 rovide advice and recommendations
on to the nature of the incident
• Assess the tone of the meeting and
how it will progress.
• And if necessary plead a case for the
member concerned
Your union delegates and organisers
are experienced operators and we also
employ lawyers and industrial officers
to help if necessary.

There have been many bad endings
when people have gone in alone or
made do with a co-worker who gets
told they are only there for support and
cannot speak.
Workers
are
rarely
adequately
remunerated for THE LOSS OF THEIR
JOB IF THEY ARE SACKED.

However, nipping things in the bud at the
disciplinary hearing stage is generally
the best option. That’s why it is important
to have Union representation.

So if you are ever dragged into
the boss’s office over an alleged
misdemeanour, make sure you have a
union rep by your side.

And when I say UNION REPRESENTATION I mean a TWU organiser or
delegate.

That’s why you pay Union Dues – you
never know when you might need us.

K&S WINS KLEENHEAT CONTRACT
The tender for Kleenheat’s bulk gas
deliveries contract has been won by
K&S Energy.
All drivers were made redundant but
most transferred over to K&S Energy.
The transition wasn’t all beer and
skittles because K&S had decided to
put the Kleenheat drivers on a new set
of ‘inferior’ conditions.
The drivers were understandably
unhappy with this and SO WERE WE.
Kleenheat had told us that the
successful tenderer would apply the
existing Kleenheat conditions.
But Kleenheat failed to convey this to
K&S which meant that K&S were not
to blame.

And agrees to pay
existing rates
by LEON RURI

And I must admit that when we sat
down with K&S senior management in
December to sort things out, they were
really good about the situation.
In fact, the outcome was excellent with
K&S agreeing to:
Restore the $1.20 per hour load
and unloading allowances K&S had
stopped paying.

This adds up to a lot of money when
you calculate that these drivers often
work up to 70 hours a week.
And superannuation to be paid on all
hours work – not 38 as K&S had begun
doing.
Those were the two biggies among
other concessions made by K&S.
And drivers were rapt with what we
had managed to achieve.
Negotiations are now also progressing
positively on a joint agreement that will
also cover LPG drivers.
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350 Serco Employees
Massive Pay Cuts

‘It’s blatantly obvious Colin Barnett
doesn’t give a damn about working class
people and their families’

Reports TIM DAWSON TWU State Secretary
350 Serco employees face big pay cuts
and huge losses in working conditions
after the Barnett Government awarded
WA’s Court Security and Custodial
Services contract to Broadspectrum.
This slash and burn decision to take
the work off Serco and give it to a dirt
cheap labour hire contractor will have
a devastating impact upon our court
security and prisoner custody.
Under the new contractor, many Serco
employees will find it impossible to
meet mortgage payments on their
homes and cover other living costs.
The Transport Workers Union has vowed
to mount a fierce campaign to fight the
devastating cuts right up to the March
state election.
“It is blatantly obvious that Colin
Barnett doesn’t give a damn about
working class people and their families.”
said TWU secretary Tim Dawson.
“I understand
Boardspectrum has
little or no experience in the court and
prisoner security field.
“The company has recently released
their new EBA for CS&CS employees.
It is absolutely appalling and totally
unacceptable
“There has been NO CONSULTATION
with existing employees now confronted
with cuts and conditions that will
have a devastating impact upon their
livelihoods.”
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“Many of them are struggling to come
to terms with the magnitude of the pay
cuts and are weighing up their futures.

• Employees being forced onto a
working week of 7 days, MondaySunday.

The Broadspectrum agreement includes:

• LOSS of their long service leave
and sick leave accruals as
the WA state government has
not legislated to protect these
entitlements.

• BIG WAGE CUTS due to the
introduction of a flat rate that will
do away with overtime loadings.
• No Regional Allowances for those
who work in regional centres –
currently $14.000 to a $19,000
per annum.
• ALL current court and custodial
officers FORCED TO REAPPLY
for their jobs.

“Staff and employees are furious at
this so called ‘cost-effective’ decision
by the Barnett Government,” said Tim
Dawson.

Face
‘Employees will
find it impossible
to meet home
mortgage payments’

Mrs Macs drivers
being frozen out
by JOHN CUTRALI
Drivers at Mrs Macs Pies have been hit with
a significant drop in their working hours and
there is talk of redundancies and out-sourcing.
At this point there have been no formal
announcements but the fear of job losses is
there.
The reduction in driving hours and consequently,
drivers take home pay has been put down to the
changing landscape in the pie trade.

“It will have a serious detrimental impact
on court security and custodial services
in Western Australia.” He warned.

Less fresh, more frozen is the mantra this economy that demands.

“You pay peanuts and you get monkeys
– standards will drop.

We are now seeing more frozen pies, pasties and sausage rolls and less
delivered to order and fresh.

“Court and Custody officers work in
a dangerous industry and manage
dangerous offenders every day.

The days of delivered fresh daily appear to be numbered.

The WA State Government should
not accept tenders that HARSHLY
UNDERMINE
THE
INCOMES
of
hardworking, dedicated people.

As quality decreases, customers aren’t buying in and the impact is on
employees (in this case transport employees).

What incentive will these people have
to work hard and remain loyal after the
Government has robbed them blind
with the flick of a pen.”

Sadly, these security officers have also had their hours and incomes cut.

This issue demonstrates Colin Barnett’s
blatant disregard for employee rights.

However, they have forgotten to take into consideration the extra
activities company security actually partake in due to their time spent
with the company.

It must serve as a warning to all working
people that their pay and conditions are
under serious threat from the Liberals at
state and federal levels.
Our fight for retention of ALL conditions
has just begun.

And less need for accountability from delivery drivers and therefore less
safe handling of food items and less time needed to do the job.

Which only means companies can get away with hiring monkeys and
therefore paying peanuts.

Mrs Macs workforce also includes four security guards who keep watch
on their Morley factory 24/7.
And in a worsening situation Mrs Macs has decided that subbying out
weekend security would be cheaper and better for their business. XMen
perhaps.

These ‘extra activities’ include monitoring locks and the vitally important
gas systems and gas freezer gauges.
Knowledge of the Mrs Mac’s operation must surely be worth more than
what’s in an operations manual.
Mrs Macs was once a proud company owned and run by the McGregor
family who cared about their employees.
No it seems loyalty and tradition is to be chucked to the kerbside in the
drive to make maximum bucks.

Your best friend is the
one that will
hold your hair out of
the way after
a night of hard partyi
ng
The Wheel Summer 2016
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2016 DELEGATES
GRADUATE WITH HONOURS

by KARI PNACEK
Delegate training in 2017 will
take on a fresh approach with the
TWU now providing three levels of
training instead of two.
Training and development for
our delegates is necessary in
providing delegates with the tools
to feel comfortable representing
the TWU in their workplaces.
We will be distributing flyers in
early December to get expressions
of interest for upcoming course
dates.
Ensuring we have firm dates and
venues locked in prior to the year
commencing, means a stronger
and more committed team to
developing strong recruits.
Training our delegates for power is
an important aspect in maintaining
a force not to be reckoned with
on the front line of unionised
workplaces.
And unionised workplaces means
stronger voices and better working
conditions for everyone.
6
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TWU delegates completed their intermediate
training course in November. TWU officials Tim Dawson
and Mick Knowles proudly display the TWU banner.

We’re trying to build
them up at Buttercup
The Distribution Members Agreement
at Buttercup expires in February
2017, so the push is on for members
to keep their conditions, for fair
rostering and a pay rise.
On site surveys have been distributed
to sites and we are claiming.
1. No trade off of current conditions.
2. Fair rostering for Goodman
Fielder employees across shifts.

by JOHN CUTRALI
5. 3 year agreement.
6. R
 eview and amend distribution
classifications including ‘Loader’
and ‘Operator.
7. The right to add to the log of claim
during the course of negotiations.

3. Update of clauses to comply with
the Fair Work Act.

I’ve been speaking with delegates
and members and the idea is to get
the best possible outcome for all
involved.

4. Wage increases, 3% for each
year of the agreement.

The message we’re sending at this
point is “Buttercup, don’t let us down.”

Frustrated drivers vote for protected action ballot

Rand Drivers Consider
Industrial Action
‘Company wants to reduce
overtime loading’
reports JOHN CUTRALI
Rand are currently undergoing a
Protected Action Ballot (P.A.B.) to save
a series of conditions the workers before
them fought hard to achieve and protect.
Involved are Rand drivers at depots in
Osborne Park (Steggles), Hazlemere
(Inghams) and warehouse employees
in Kewdale
Rand have offered pay rises of 1.5% +
2% + 2% in a three year deal
TWU members are still in negotiations
with the company because:
Rand wants to move from a Monday to
Friday roster to Monday to Sunday.
Rand wants to reduce overtime loadings
to time and a half all day on Saturdays.
Currently only the first two hours is time

and a half with double time for all hours
after that.
By the time this article goes to print
the secret ballot will have closed and
Australian Electoral Commission should
be declaring results.
The Rand agreement expired in
December 2015 but the company has
dragged out negotiations endlessly
And rather than give the drivers back pay
from that date they are offering a miserly
one off payment of $300.
No wonder the guys have decided to
go down the industrial action path to
pressure Rand into improving their offer.

Brand New
Watch

Johnny notices Jimmy with
a nice brand new watch
and asks his mate how he
got it. Jimmy said “watching
my mum and her boyfriend
making love.”
The boyfriend asked me what
he had to do to get rid of me?”
So I said give me $50” and he
agreed, gave it to me and told
me to piss off.
The next night, Johnny hears
noises from his parents’
bedroom, peeping in, he see
his folks making love.
His dad sees Johnny and
says “What the HELL are you
looking at.”
“I wanna
Johnny.

watch”

replies

“Well” said Johnny’s dad, “sit
down there and shut the F***
up”

The Wheel Summer 2016
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Bus News
Day of Respect
Manmeet Sharma

in moving people around our cities and
towns.”
TWU state secretary Tim Dawson said
Mr Sharma’s death exposed a broader
social problem around violence and antisocial behaviour on pubic transport.

The tragic death of Brisbane bus driver
Manmeet Sharma was marked by a
National Day of Respect by transport
workers in all states on November 9.
The Transport Workers Union and Rail
Tram and Bus Union asked commuters
to honour the Day of Respect through
the simple act of saying “thank you” to
bus drivers, tram drivers, taxi drivers and
other public transport workers.
Public transport workers across the
country had been left reeling by the

horrific circumstances of Mr Sharma’s
death.
Manmeet Sharma was a popular and
widely respected young man in the
Queensland transport industry, who had
worked as a bus driver and a taxi driver.
He was also a much-loved member of
his local community.
The Day of Respect reflected on
Manmeet’s short but beautiful life, and
also on the role all transport workers play

“All public transport workers across the
country have been affected by this tragic
event, and have thought ‘that could
happen to me’. said Tim.
“No-one should go to work, or catch
public transport, worried that they could
be abused, spat on, or attacked.
“Enough is enough, and as a community
we must ensure Manmeet’s death
is not in vain.  We must make public
transport safer and more respectful for
everyone.
“Even the simple act of saying thank you
to your driver can make a difference, and
will be appreciated.” Tim Dawson said.

Survey Reveals Dangers of Bus Driving
The horrific incident in October with the
Queensland bus driver being set alight
highlighted just how unsecure bus
driving is as a profession.
In WA we have been working towards
a bus safety campaign for months.

by KARI PNACEK

That evening we launched our bus
safety campaign and began distributing
the safety survey that will form the
bigger picture for this campaign moving
forward.

At a bus delegates meeting on
the Monday following the attack,
representatives from each bus depot
and from all three bus contractors
(Swan, Transdev and Path Transit)
told their individual stories of rocks
being hurled and drivers being spat on.

Already, we have been inundated with
response from bus drivers – all keen to
find a way to resolve an overwhelming
public crisis that frankly, we believe a
blind eye is being turned on.

Each driver’s story was different, but all
had a common theme – lack of safety
and security on our Perth buses.

• Bus Drivers have inadequate support
and security is poorly resourced
to respond to calls from drivers in
dangerous situations.

Data already in is showing

• Passengers are often violent and
aggressive.
• More than 75% of respondents have
been spat on.
• Fare evasion is a reoccurring
problem and although a cashless
system may help, the PTA is cautious
in introducing it (as it deters from a
potential market, tourists/ pensioners
etc).
Frankly, no one deserves to feel unsafe
in their place of work.
We will rally forward for change to
correct a basic workplace entitlement
and WIN safety and security for bus
drivers and the general public on our
Public Transport Authority buses.

The Wheel Summer 2016
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MEMBERS NAME PERTH’S
Transport workers give
TWU first hand feedback on
gridlocked intersections
by TIM DAWSON
If you think driving to work in Perth’s
bumper to bumper traffic congestion
is a nightmare, spare a thought for our
truckies, bus drivers, taxi drivers and
delivery drivers who are on the road all
day.
Recent research has revealed that Perth
is now among the most congested cities
in Australia and getting worse by the
day.
Transport workers are becoming
increasingly frustrated by the lack of
government action to fix the many
blackspots throughout our sprawling
metropolis.
A recent TWU MEMBER SURVEY asked
drivers to list the five most congested
intersections they have to contend with
daily.
The results make interesting reading and
have given us the first hand feedback we
need to lobby the major political parties
to fix them.
Shadow minister for transport Rita
Safiotti has already expressed a
keen interest in our research as have
senior people at Main Roads and the
Department of Transport.
We intend sitting down with all interested
parties.
Listed on the right are the worst
intersections as nominated by our
survey respondents. They are ranked
from the most nominated down.
The Roe Hwy & Kwinana Freeway
Intersection won the Gold Bogey Award
for the most worst votes.
It was closely followed by the dreaded
Bannister & Nicholson Road junction
with major head f…, Leach Highway &
Welshpool Road coming a close third.
10
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Last month the West
Australian newspaper
published a Top 20
congested list based
on Main Roads advice
to a parliamentary
committee.
The list included many
of the intersections
identified
by
our
members but had
Leach Highway at
Number 1.
However Main Roads
says there are no
immediate
plans
to
upgrade
the
intersection due to
heavy costs and lack
of funding.
The TWU believes
doing
nothing
is a cop out and
will continue to
maintain pressure
on the government
to
develop
an
action
plan
for
improvements.
And we know where Colin Barnett can
save an immediate $100,000,000 to
spend on the worst roads and that is
- dump his stupid new exotic zoo idea.
People want to see black tarmac and
overhead bridges not green elephants,
long necked geese, hippos and giraffes,
etc.
The congestion issue is a big one for our
members and the following page are a
handful of their comments including a
couple on the light side.

Your
 Roe Highway & Kwinana Freeway
 Leach Highway & Welshpool Road
 Bannister Road & Nicholson Road
 Burns Beach Road & Connolly Drive

S WORST INTERSECTIONS
What Our Members Said
Try these roads in a road train –
where is the “duty of care” from the
Government in providing a safe work
place – Graham McMorran - road train
driver Albany.
Mounts Bay Road, on ramp to
freeway Nth (some twit designed this
intersection with ONE LANE turning
right off Mounts Bay Rd past the
Convention Centre to join Freeway
North.
Can’t wait for laden grain trains to start
running into the Forrestfield area –
NOT!
Whenever someone is stopped at the
boom gate for the Convention Centre
(sometimes there is a queue) the
intersection comes to a standstill!
A number of times I’ve had to go Plan B
(Riverside drive) due to that intersection
being blocked – it adds 10-15 minutes
to the drive to work. – Meaghan
Kinnaird (pilot).
Lights on Roe and Tonkin
Hwy’s should be gone (numerous
contributors).
Mitchell Fwy/Mounts Bay merging
lane is chaos in peak time getting
through traffic to Mounts Bay Road

William Street - Saint Georges
Terrace should have a bus lane or
another lane for vehicles turning right
only. Having three lanes for vehicles
turning left, straight and right will lessen
the congestion – Leeann Komeue
(Bus Operator).
Most congested intersection in
Karratha is – Any Bottleshop when
there is a cyclone coming (contributor
unknown).
The intersections I have listed are a
pain but it is still the lack of motorists
merging skills that irks me the most.
Julie Penny.
Cyclists and trucks don’t mix, try
digging one out caught between the
duals. Noisy, messy but very visible
“Gotta love that lycra”.
Have they all got big nuts or have their
air bags “GORN ORF” Haha!
History buffs should google Boadicea
Queen of the Iceni (I think) she had
cythes on her wheels, awesome injuries
to her enemies. They say history
repeats itself (we live in hope) – Peter
Beard (commodities relocation expert,
driver).

LEACH HWY (Traffic of the west bound
is always bad. There is a vacant space
to make one more lane for turning left
to Welshpool rd) – Toshi Shimobo Bus
driver.
The Roe HWY extension needs to
be put through. Stop faffing around
and get it done. I’m sick and tired of
being waiting/stuck in traffic which
would have moved on if the Roe was
completed. Stop playing politics and
get it done – Andrew Robinson Truck
Driver.
Our so called HWY (TONKIN, ROE,
REID) should all be Freeways. No
lights and no bank ups. Free flowing
traffic until the next set of lights (TWU
ROCKS) – Marty P Whittaker (HC
Truck Driver Gold Transport).
Most congested intersection = the
steepest hill in WA (ie Gateway to Roe
HWY on ramp) – Ray Bowman.
You guys do a great job. It’s hard times
at the moment and harder when the
issue of non-union members get the
benefits of members.
My workplace is a good one but
knowing the TWU is there is piece of
mind if anything should arise. Kieran
Wisdom – frontlift driver.

most frustrating black spots
 Tonkin Highway & Horrie Miller
 Joondalup Drive & Wanneroo Road
 Roe Highway Bypass
B
 urns Beach Road & Joondalup
Roundabout

N
 icholson Road & Yale Rd
Roundabout
 Welshpool Road & Tonkin Highway
 Kelvin Road & Tonkin Highway
 Oxford Street & Vincent Street

 Morley Drive & Tonkin Highway
 Collier Road & Tonkin Highway
 Beelier Drive & Midgegooroo Ave
 Roe Hwy, Westbound right,
Gt Eastern Hwy

The Wheel Summer 2016
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MAJOR MOTORS
“ The Truck Specialists”
• ISUZU TRUCK SALES • NEW & USED TRUCKS
• PARTS & EQUIPMENT   • SERVICE & REPAIRS
TRUCKS
forrestfield: 789 Abernethy Rd - 9365 6333
O’CONNOR: 324 Stock Rd - 9331 9331
MALAGA: 65 Crocker Dr - 9249 1740
The Team Driven by Your Transport Needs
DL 1141
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Visit our Website at: www.majormotors.com.au
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The Grinch Who Stole Xmas
‘SCT pulled the
pin on worker’s
Xmas Picnic’
Reports TWU Lead Organiser
MICK KNOWLES
Our Specialised Container Transport
members unanimously
rejected a
company proposed agreement that
would give employees little and take
away heaps.
In fact the troops were so angered by the
company’s proposals they directed their
union to apply for a Protected Action
Ballot.
In immediate response to this, SCT
management cancelled the firm’s
traditional Christmas picnic which was
scheduled to be held on December 17.
Initially SCT offered a four year deal with
annual pay rises totalling 8% for most
employees and just 2% over four years
for the poor buggers on Level One.
But in return SCT wanted a heap of
changes that would take money out of
members’ pockets.
The troops are a strongly united bunch of
people who have always been prepared
to fight to protect their conditions. And
they stick together.
So there would be no crappy trade-offs
that would slash their take-home pay.
The firm’s state manager Bradley
Moore – who the troops have labelled
“The Grinch Who Stole Christmas” – was
not impressed with the threat of industrial
action.
Of course, applying for Protected Action
under the Fair Work Act is an entirely
legitimate thing for workers to do.’
And in this case it has already extracted
a better offer from SCT.
Shortly after I had notified Brad of his
employees intention to proceed down

‘Threat of
action prompts
better offer’
the industrial action path he gave me a
call.
He said he was pretty disappointed that
his workforce had decided to go down
this path but appreciated their right to
make such an application.

Importantly Brad promised that if our
members accepted these proposals
he would make the agreement
retrospective to July 1.
Since then SCT has also agreed to
make changes that will make it easier for
labour hire casuals to transfer onto the
company’s books.
The agreement was being put to the vote
as The Wheel went to press.
If it gets up, the SCT employees will
be entitled to six months backpay –
hopefully paid by Xmas. A great outcome.

In any case he told me he had
reviewed the firm’s offer and
proposed the following:
A roll-over of the existing
agreement in the exact same
form. NO TRADE OFFS.
A
three-year
agreement
(commencing 1 July 2016 - really
a 2.5 year term therefore)
Increases of:
Level 3 - 2% per annum.
Level 2 - 2% per annum.
Level 1 - 0% year 1, followed by
2% for years 2 and 3.
And CPI in the third year if it is
greater than 2%.
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Winners are Grinners

At Hanson Sand Quarries
“Our members will be around
$100 per week better off”
Hanson employees on the firm’s sand
quarry work will be around $100 per
week better off overall thanks to a
new agreement negotiated between
the company and the TWU.
Hanson bought out Rocla’s quarry
operations in February and there
were differences in pay rates and
conditions between the two firms.
Hanson payroll had advised the Rocla
Quarry workers they were only due
shift loading on their ordinary hours
and not on the full 12 hour shifts or
overtime hours.
The TWU took the issue to the Fair
Work Commission and Deputy
President Binet awarded workers
an ex-gratia payment of $1040 per
employee and $1290 for the leading
hands.

It was a good outcome
because Rocla were not legally
required to pay anything.
Members on the
alone
Hanson
quarry
agreement
recently finalized their
negotiations.

stand
sand
have
EBA

The agreement
them:

give

will

•A
 $4.00 per hour pay
increase.
•A
 n employee bonus
scheme starting at $1370.
•A
 nd a minimum 1.5% increase
every year or the CPI (whatever is
higher).
Further to this the drivers at Hanson
are guaranteed a daily meal
allowance of $21 per day.
That’s chicken parmigiana and a pint
any day of the week.
Unfortunately drinking on the job is a
big no no – maybe worth negotiating
into the next EBA? Only joking!
Congratulations and many thanks
to union representatives Simon
Luckman and Jeffery Page on a job
well done.
Out of interest, Hanson sand quarry
has only 3 non-members in a site of
around 30 people.
Only under a Unionised agreement
and when workers stick together and
stay strong do we win favourable
conditions like the above.
Well done to all involved.
Shame about the three freeloaders
though.
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F U LT O N H O G A N
by PHIL OGDEN

Fulton Hogan workers together with
the TWU have FOUGHT HARD for
some good conditions in their new
agreement.
Some of their wins include,
• 1.5% per year pay rise over 3 years
• Living away from home allowance to
$70 per day.
• Paid time and a half on all night work.
• Delegate training leave of 2 days and
delegates to have reasonable time to
perform union duties.
• A wet weather clause to be inserted
in the agreement, as well as a casual
conversion clause.
These wins are really great.
The bargaining committee stood strong
with myself.
We backed each other up and showed
the company that we were serious in
what we wanted.
A job well done by everyone involved,
thanks fellas.

The Whinging
Aussie

After their boat sinks, two Aussies are left floating around in their
lifeboat in the middle of the ocean.
All of a sudden one of them spots a funny looking bottle bobbing in
the water and pulls it out. He sees something written on the bottle
but can’t quite read it so he gives it a bit of a rub.
SHAZAM.....out pops a genie! “For releasing me from the bottle I will
grant you one wish.”
The guy glances at his mate, smiles and without further hesitation
says, “I wish the whole ocean was beer!”
The genie claps his hands together and BOOM, there’s a blinding
light and the genie is gone. The guy quickly leans over the side of
the boat and takes a big swig of “water”.
“You’re not gonna believe this mate, but it’s really beer!”
His mate screws up his face and says “That’s just bloody brilliant
mate! Now we’are going to have to piss in the boat!!”

Bruce
& Sheila
Bruce and Sheila are veging
out on the couch watching
telly. Bruce has the remote
and keeps changing between
the porn channel and the
fishing channel.
After a while Sheila gets the
shits with all the changing
and yells;
For F#$*&K sake Bruce, will
you stop changing those
F%^$$%ing channels!!
Just leave it on the F^$^%ing
porn channel, you already
know how to fish......
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Just Get an ABN Mate!
Colin said no way to
dodgy job offer,
Wheel Editor PAUL ASLAN Reports
Due to the economic downturn there
are a lot of truckies out there looking for
work but the pickings are pretty slim.

Colin’s initial reaction was, Oh well
better than nothing and it will help pay
the bills and put some food on the table.

Even experienced drivers like Colin
Luke, who is licenced to drive
everything up to and including MC
Class, is experiencing difficulty finding
fulltime work.

The woman handling the position told
him the job paid $250 a day, five days
a week.

Colin, has been in transport for years,
in metro and long distance, but knows
that at present he can’t afford to be too
fussy.
But he draws the line at anything that is
too grubby, especially if it is illegal.
So he was more than a little surprised
when government funded employment
agency Communicare offered him a job
that HE HAD TO REFUSE!
The work entailed driving a HR Class
heavy rigid truck carting car bodies
for an Armadale scrap metal dealer
– three vehicles each load.

With one proviso, “You have to go to
the ATO and get yourself an Australian
Business Number.”
It was then that a little bell began ringing
in the back Colin’s noggin.
He quickly figured that if he got the job
he would only be providing his labour –
the truck and business, etc, would be
owned by the bloke employing him.
A clear cut case of ‘sham
contracting’. A highly illegal scheme
that enables shifty employers to dodge
their obligations to pay minimum
award rates, workers compensation,
superannuation, etc.
A practice that carries very heavy
penalties for those involved in it.
However, the Communicare woman
refused to acknowledge this and
argued that there was nothing illegal
with the job she was referring him
to.
Needless to say Colin refused to
have anything to do with it and
is still looking for employment
elsewhere.
Like a lot of people, Colin is
struggling to survive on a bit of
part time work that comes his way
occasionally.
If you are looking for a good
driver with years of experience
with all his licences and tickets,
please give Colin a call on 0408
947 800. He won’t let you down.
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RSRT Axing
A BIG
MISTAKE
Over six months have passed since the
axing of the Road Safety Remuneration
Tribunal.
At the risk of upsetting a lot of people I
am going to say that the wrong decision
was made in abolishing it.
The Tribunal promised major changes
for the transport industry. Changes that
the industry really needed and have
been waiting many years for.
Sure I agree that some parts of the act
were a bit worrying but the whole saga
could and should have been handled
better and could of been made to work.
I do concede that we may have suffered
some short term damage but I am
convinced the final outcome would
have given us a much better transport
industry.
At this stage nothing was achieved and
we as truck drivers are still stuck on the
same old treadmill of working hard for
very little reward.
The winners were just about everyone
else in the transport industry that benefit
from the hard work and the low rates
that truck drivers get paid.
It was amazing to stand back and watch
how the Government made a lot of
political mileage at our expense with the
election happening at the same time.
We were promised the world and various
alternatives but as yet nothing has been
delivered. So to all the political people
who stood up and said that they wanted
to help the trucking industry where are
you now? We are still waiting for help.
It’s very easy to be cynical and I would
suggest that you do not hold your breath
waiting for change.
18
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Truck drivers are
still stuck on the
same old treadmill
says, RAY PRATT

The other amazing reaction was the
antics of the big transport companies.
One minute they were supportive of The
Road Safety Remuneration Tribunal
and then they did a complete backflip
and condemned everything about it.
It was unbelievable that for many years
we knew the Road Safety Remuneration
Order was coming and yet it was not
until the last moment that politicians
and big business got involved and with
a knee jerk reaction and without any
consultation decided to axe the whole
show.
I have found very few people that
have actually read the Act and I do not
believe many understood it properly.
Mostly everyone got caught up with
the hysteria created by the media, the
Government and those big multinational
companies that had the most to lose.
For many years the transport industry
has been in the need of a major overhaul
to reduce pressure on drivers and allow
us to be paid a safe rate and to be paid
for every hour that we work.
Every hour means all driving time and
work such as loading, unloading and
waiting times.
The introduction of this Act would take
away the pressure on drivers to work

long hours and allow us to live a more
normal life just like anyone else in the
workforce.
We have been told by many transport
companies that if we were to charge for
all our time we would price ourselves
out of the industry.
We were also told that with the
introduction of this Act we would all lose
our jobs and all the transport companies
would buy their own trucks. What a lot
of rubbish!
It would take years for truck makers to
make enough trucks to replace every
Owner Driver. I do not believe that at all.
No one else works for free so
unrealistic and wrong to expect
to work for nothing just to allow
companies to make more money at
expense.

it’s
us
big
our

I can assure you that if we were to charge
for all the time we are at work then the
transport companies would become
a lot more efficient and organised and
waiting times and loading times would
become hardly an issue at all.
The evidence is clear that that under
the present system Owner Drivers are
under a lot of financial strain to make
ends meet and stay viable.
Remember the freight still has to be
carted. At the moment we seem to
be in a race to go broke and with the
abolishment of this Act the losers are
Owner Drivers.
Ray Pratt is a former Chairman of The
West Australian Long Distance Owners
And Drivers Association.

Some Good Results at
Qube Fremantle

It was a difficult task but we picked the best looking three drivers at Qube for this photo - John, Hare and Mick.

EBA negotiations are underway at QUBE
to replace their old P&O Fremantle
Agreement and the agreement that
covers employees at the firms logistics
depot in Jandakot.
So far things are progressing well.
The company has already committed
to upgrade two Jandakot employees
boosting their annual incomes by around
$7,000.

LEON RURI Reports
This is a massive WIN for them.
Other
positives
include
QUBE’S
commitment to pay labour hire
employees their EBA rates at both yards.
This is quite rare, especially in an
economy where labour hire is seen as
the cheaper alternative.
And I was also pleased when QUBE
management promised to consider

including a domestic violence clause
in their EBA’S
I must say, Qube is shaping up as one of
the better places to work in the transport
industry.
Congratulations to our Bargaining
Committee at QUBE and the firm’s
management.
Especially our delegates Damien
Outram, Shane Loy and Hare Henara.

Steel Haul Sold

As The Wheel went to press we received the news that Steel Haul had
been bought out by Integrated Container Logistics.
All of the Steel Haul drivers were made redundant, however, fortunately,
some scored jobs with ICL.
We will be holding talks with ICL to ensure that all entitlements have
either been paid out or rolled over.
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Penny-pinching
firm ends 40yr
tradition
TWU Lead Organiser
JASON WALTERS
Talk about penny pinching, Bevchain
workers have recently been told they will no
longer receive their beer chits that enabled
them to receive Lion beer products at a
reduced price.
This entitlement had been in place for
almost 40 years and was chopped without
any real consultation with employees.

As a result around 80 TWU members
signed a petition that was addressed to the
CEO of Lion in Australia.
This ruffled a lot of feathers at BevChain
& Linfox (part owners with Lion) which
resulted in a meeting with BevChain and
TWU delegates.

As a result delegates were asked to work
on proposals to be put to management on
ways to reintroduce the Chits.
However within ½ an hour of a sensible
proposal being forwarded it was rejected
by management.

This was disappointing a result for members
who have long memories and will recall
Bev Chain’ stinginess when EBA talks roll
around next year.

To them it confirms that big business these
days is all about increasing profits - even at
the expense of long held traditions.

Third No Vote
At Centurion
by MICK KNOWLES

Centurion’s proposed agree-ment
for line haul drivers is so insulting
the firm’s drivers have rejected it
for the third time.
They thought freezing pay rates
and increasing their overnight
allowance to $55.00 would satisfy
their linehaul troops.
They got it WRONG and no
wonder when you consider the
following points.
• Drivers are currently ENTITLED
to be paid $82.50 EVERY night
they are away EVEN IF they are
put up in accommodation
• Under their new proposal for
overnights, IF they give drivers
Motel Style Accommodation (a
donger) the allowance will NOT
be paid.
Centurion is already undercutting
award rates and conditions and
we raised these underpayments
in the Fair Work Commission.
During the hearing Deputy
President Binet asked the
company will their latest proposal
meet the Boot Test (BETTER
OFF OVERALL) – Centurion
claimed it does.
We firmly believe this to be
untrue.
And Deputy President Binet must
also have concerns because
she warned Centurion that any
document put the FWC prior to

registration would be vigorously
checked to see that it complies.
Centurion
has
consistently
failed to address the rates
for Dangerous Goods Bulk &
Packaged and Oversize/Length
Allowances that should be paid
when the work is done.
They claim by paying drivers their
lousy pay rate, which is only 70
CENTS above the “minimum
rates award, covers them.
They also claim the same 70
CENTS covers the 30% annual
leave loading all long distance
drivers are entitled to plus the
one day per month PAID RDO
they’re entitled to receive per
the award to compensate for the
nature of the work they do.
And there are still outstanding
claims that the company refuses
to include in the agreement.
As we went to press Centurion
had contacted us in a further
attempt to reach agreement.
But there will be no agreement
unless the company begins
paying their drivers the minimum
award conditions that the other
big firms such as Toll and Linfox
abide by.
And we will oppose registration
of any agreement that fails to
abide by the legally binding Long
Distance Award.
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Massive Visa Rorting

Former road-train driver now Senator
GLENN STERLE uncovers widespread scamming
of Australia’s Temporary Visa System
it, because they have provided us with
important information.

There is something terribly dodgy going
on in the Australian transport industry
and I am hell bent on flushing it out of
the dark shadows and into the bright
daylight for all to see.

We finally sucked out of the Department
what visas the above drivers were on –
student visas.

The issue first grabbed public attention
earlier this year when two foreign truck
drivers on temporary visas caused
chaos on the M5 Freeway in Sydney
due to their lack of local knowledge and
driving skills.

Maybe they are doing some fantastic
work to become great citizens’ as many
immigrants do. Maybe they are studying
nuclear medicine or trying to find a cure
for cancer. I do not know.
But does the Turnbull Government
seriously believe that those with
trucking backgrounds, who actually are
passionate about Australian jobs and
Australian apprenticeships, accept what
is going on?

Motorists suffered long delays after their
truck abruptly pulled up on the citybound lanes of the M5 East because the
driver feared the vehicle was too high to
enter the Mascot Airport Tunnel.
When the driver tried to edge the vehicle
back from the tunnel entrance, he had
huge difficulties maneuvering the
B-Double out of the traffic lane and
partly jackknifed it.
Neither of the two drivers knew how to
reverse and transport inspectors from
the Road and Maritime Service (RMS)
had to be called in to move the truck.
It was obvious the driver, and his offsider in the passenger seat, had few
truck driving skills.
It has since been revealed that both men
were on temporary student visas.
When I learned of the fiasco I was quick
to label it “the tip of a huge underlying
iceberg”.
I have received many
complaints from truckies concerned
about unskilled visa workers being
illegally employed to drive trucks.
Through our ongoing road safety inquiry,
we have uncovered serious exploitation
of foreign workers, predominantly
Indians, through a corrupting of the
temporary visa system.
What has come out—and it is on the
parliamentary record—is that there are
22
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God only knows
what these poor souls
are being paid
says Federal Senator
GLENN STERLE
scumbags in this fine country who are
bringing Indian people into Australia on
temporary visas and then employing
them as truck drivers.
I am not having a go at Indian people.
Let me just get this clear. Everyone is
welcome in this nation.
What I am having a go at is exploitation,
through the visa system—and God only
knows what these poor souls are being
paid, at the expense of Australian jobs.
We have been delving into this
disgusting behaviour that is occurring in
our country and have already exposed
serious breaches of Australian laws.
The Department of Immigration and
Border Protection is also well aware of

Do they think these people can just lob
here, jump into a B-double and do twoup operations between Brisbane and
Sydney and back?
Well, I have received information from
the Queensland Government that makes
extremely interesting reading.
Their research has revealed that there
is a Registered Training Organisation

Unrelated Photo

g in Trucking Industry
The student driver couldn’t back
the B Double from the M5 tunnel.

‘So Visa holders
had their truck
licences
down-graded’
(RTO) where people on temporary visas
are being processed to become truck
drivers.
A twisted, bent, corrupt RTO in Tweed
Heads in New South Wales has been
bringing Indian students down from
Queensland.

This so-called trainer was
assessing them, then he
was ticking them off and
declaring them fit to drive B Doubles
without them doing the proper testing.
Thank goodness for the Queensland
Government who issued ‘show cause
notices’ to 114 people who went
through this corrupt provider of heavy
vehicle transport licencing!
As of September this year, of the 114
QLD Licence holders who were issued
a show cause notice, 80 have had their
licence downgraded from a heavy
vehicle licence to a car licence. Of
these 80, 17 failed a class HR Q-SAFE
practical driving test and 63 downgraded
their licences voluntarily. 34 licence
holders have passed a class HR Q-SAFE
practical driving test and are eligible to
upgrade to higher classes.
If this were happening in plumbing or
electrics or house building—and it might
be for all I know—there would be an
absolute uproar.
So why is there not an absolute uproar
from the Turnbull Government over
foreign truck drivers being brought
into this nation, corruptly trained in
Queensland and given licences to drive
heavy vehicles?
For starters, long distance truck-driving
is not on the 457 Visa list of eligible
occupations.

Glenn Sterle in 1989

And given our unemployment situation –
particularly in WA where it is at its worst
– a phone call is all it takes to get an
experienced Australian driver.
The TWU has a long list of good people
looking for jobs.
Since September 2016 when I put
this issue on my Facebook page there
has been absolute outrage from the
community.
The video of my speech has reached
322,045 people, has had 52,785 views,
and 4,526 reactions, comments and
shares.
And the general reaction is DOB THEM
IN!
I will be proud to stand up in parliament
and dob in every corrupt transport
employer, or user of transport, who is
exploiting foreign drivers and our visa
system.
And the dodgy training organisations
that are profiting from this dreadful slave
labour practice
I promise you - we have only just started
scratching the surface. This is going to
be very a interesting exercise.
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We are Perth’s premier service
and repair centre for:
Pressure Tankers
■ General Trailer Repairs
■

Truck Fit Up
■ Mobile Service
■

PAUL EGAN 0499 249 799
Trailer Repairs Service Manager

BRAD SNOOK 0438 249 111
Pneumatic Tankers Service Manager
22 Cocos Drive, Bibra Lake WA 6163
PHONE 08 9494 2712 FAX 08 9434 9428

www.bibralaketrailerrepairs.com.au
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1 Wellard St,
Bibra Lake WA 6163
(08) 9494 2777
(08) 9494 2788
Specialising in
Pressurized Pneumatic
Tankers.
Specialising in
Project Logistics, Heavy
Haulage, Bulk Tipper
and General Freight
Transport Operations.

www.matictransport.com.au
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Moving Up At Kents

Jason Walters explains the company
offer to our Kent’s members
by JASON WALTERS
An agreement was reached
recently at Kent Moving &
Storage after members applied
to take Protection Action.
Management increased their
offer to 1.5% each year for
three years with no trade-offs.
This was an improvement
on Kent’s original offer that
included .5% each year.
Management had also wanted
to take income protection off
their employees and push
out the expiry date of the
agreement.

Not So Wridgey Didge
In the last edition of the Wheel we reported some FANTASTIC WINS at Santa
Fe Wridgways.
It now appears the company wasn’t as ridgy-didge as their promises indicated.
Wridgways management failed to provide a draft of the agreement to the
TWU despite EXHAUSTIVE attempts to obtain one.
Organiser Jason Walters tried to contact Santa Fe’s CEO by all means
possible with no response.
We don’t know if this is due to their reneging on an in-principal agreement
or just plain rudeness.

Ripping off income protection
was never going to happen.

The Wridgeways agreement negotiated by our member driven bargaining
committee was achieved in a difficult economy.

In a nut shell we held onto what
we have, gained a little bit and
lived to fight another day when
economic conditions are more
favourable.

Now it appears to have been simply TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE?
So we have a fight on our hands to get Santa Fe Wridgeways back to the
bargaining table.
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Citywalk pty ltd t/as
ADDRESS
19 Howson Way, Bibra Lake, WA 6163
P: (08) 6595 0800 F: (08) 6595 0899
E: accounts@luckens.com.au

Supporting the TWU

A TRUCKIES RECOMMENDED STOPOVER!!

Swagman Roadhouse
Serving a wide variety of delicious
dine-in or take-away meals

24 HOURS
7 DAYS A WEEK

Bulk Waste Water Removal
(Dept. Environmental & Conservation Lic.)

Phone: 9242 2328 Fax: 9242 2860
11 Ulm Street, Osborne Park 6017

• Fuel Cards, Caltex, Shell, Motorpass, Motorcharge & Fleetcards
• Shower & Toilet Facilities • Accommodation • All Major Credit Cards
Lot 499 Hepburn Street, Mount Magnet Phone: 9963 4844 Fax: 9963 4330

RECOMMENDED BY THE TWU AND
servicing the wa truck & transport industry

belmont, osborne park
and
claremont
proud to supply tyres to the wa truck industry

For all Your Passenger
& Truck Tyre requirements

INTERSTATE HAULAGE
CONTRACTORS

Osborne Park
Ph 9444 2233

348 Scarborough Beach Rd

Ph: 9356 8566
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Claremont
Ph 9286 2299
Stirling Rd &
St Quentin Ave

Belmont
Ph 9277 5418
202 Campbell St

www.tyresperth.com.au

Taking Children
in Truck Unsafe
And one child was not
wearing a seat belt

This photo is unrelated to our article

Unsafe forkies
get jobs back
The Fair Work Commission has ordered the reinstatement of
two workers – who were dismissed after one of them lifted the
other with a forklift.

FWC found the practice had been endorsed by supervisors at
the workplace.
The court also found the severity of the breach was “erroneously
exaggerated” in the lead up to the double dismissal.
In April this year, a Toll Holdings Ltd forklift driver picked up a
satchel cage, drove it to a truck driver who got into the cage,
and lifted him so he could fix two dislodged curtain roller
wheels on his truck.

A truck driver who took his children on a delivery
run was sacked and has since had his unfair
dismissal claim rejected by the Fair Work
Commission.
The worker had argued that his employer had
implied he could “bend” the rules by previously
disregarding his safety concerns about securing
loads.
The CJ Curran & SL Curran long distance truck
driver took his two young children on a delivery
from Adelaide to a Toll IPEC depot in Mildura,
Victoria.
He was summarily dismissed a week later after
a Toll Mildura depot supervisor complained to
Curran, and another Toll manager warned that
the worker’s actions threatened the employer’s
contract with Toll.
Commissioner Roe found the employer had
agreed to follow all Toll policies and procedures
– including the prohibition of unauthorised
passengers, particularly children, from travelling
in heavy vehicles at any time.

An operations manager reported the incident, and Toll
conducted an investigation before sacking the two workers for
serious safety breaches

Children under 15 were also not permitted in
any operational areas, and all Curran employees
had undergone an induction and been tested on
these policies.

The workers claimed unfair dismissal, arguing the incident
wasn’t a “sackable offence”, and the investigation made
incorrect findings.

On the day of the incident, the worker had
received a text message reminding him of Toll’s
policy on children.

Toll argued the workers wilfully and deliberately acted in an
unsafe manner, and that the worker had been lifted three
meters.

The worker argued his employer had let him take
his children on deliveries a number of times,
and that any instruction in the text message was
undermined by the employer previously telling
him to circumvent rules.

However Commissioner Cambridge said that given the
position of the roller wheels, the truck driver would have been
lifted to a height of 1.75 metres, rather than three metres.
He said there was no doubt the workers adopted an
unsafe work practice, but the incident “should be properly
and realistically evaluated in terms of the gravity/seriousness
of the breach of safe working practice”.
Commissioner Cambridge also accepted evidence that it was
an occasional practice at the site to lift people with forklifts
at the direction of supervisors, which the investigating
managers failed to uncover.

However, Commissioner Roe said he was
“satisfied that [the worker] took the children in
the truck despite knowing that it was contrary
to policy.”
He also expressed concern about the carrying
of a passenger without a seat belt,” the
Commissioner said, after finding the truck cabin
only had two seat belts between the three
occupants.

He ordered the workers’ reinstatement, but refused them
compensation for lost pay because of the safety breach.
The Wheel Summer 2016
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Dubious use of
Cameras in Trucks
Report by NORTH WEST ORGANISER
“HAMMER” MELKIC
Ask any company CEO and they’re likely
to tell you all about the learning reasons,
and health and safety benefits of having
on board cameras.
We accept that, except one company
has just terminated 14 people up North
due to ‘evidence’ they uncovered on the
on board cameras.
More proof that these cameras are being
used as a weapon against workers
and not for the purposes of better and
safer working conditions.
One example I’ve come across in my
time spent as a union official up North
was a truck, limited to 96kp/h but
recorded travelling at 110kp/h.
In this particular example the driver was
dismissed for doing the wrong thing.
Instead of questioning the worker, or
having a conversation with them to
ask why - they were simply terminated
because of camera footage.
This is grossly unfair and in the longterm it will present the company with a lot
more to answer for in the grand scheme
of things.

Another example was of where a
bush-turkey flew through a drivers’
windscreen.
The evidence all pointed toward the
turkey being at fault (ie the windscreen
glass inside the vehicle).
However THE FINGER was pointed at
the employee with the firm alleging the
driver had intentionally smashed the
windscreen himself.
Unsurprisingly, the cameras were of no
use in this case.
Further to this, some “you beaut”
newer trucks are able to send data back
to management and tell them the trucks
speed, the temperature of the cabin and
what the driver ate for lunch.
We understand listening technology is
on the way that will detect when a driver
farts.
Everyone up North knows about one
specific truck that tells management it
spends 51% of its time on the road over
the speed limit.

‘Listening
Technology is on
the way that will
detect when a
driver farts’

Its data is obviously untrustworthy,
and subsequently it’s a leper truck that
everyone refuses to go near.
If management had such a high regard
for safety you would think this particular
truck would be first to get fixed instead
of using data against its own employees.

NORTH WEST
GENERAL MEETING
Three meetings were held in the
TWU’s northern operations area
this quarter.
We caught up with members in
Geraldton, Karratha and Port
Hedland with Kalgoorlie still to come
on December 13.
These general meetings are
important for member report back,
to hear local issues and develop
strategies to better solve them.
The get-togethers have been very
productive, we only wish we could
have had more members to front
up.
This prompts me to ask for feedback
on how we can encourage more
members to attend.
Some suggested solutions include:
• Not holding the meetings during
the week
• Hosting family days instead of just
meetings
• Sending reminder text messages
the day before or on the day
We are always open to suggestions
from our members on issues they
believe their union can assist them
with.

Some of the boys from Geraldton at the AGM
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As your North West organiser
I can always be contacted
on 0419 852 438

Decision on forced leave
a win for TNT members
Employers must be
left with at least six
weeks leave says
commissioner
In October 2016 the Fair Work
Commission ruled on a dispute that TNT
members had raised with us regarding
the company’s heavy-handed position
on the taking of annual leave.
The Fair Work decision was a win for the
TWU and its TNT members.
In early 2016 TNT sent letters to
employees who the company considered
had accrued “excessive” annual leave,
giving them 28 days’ notice to go on
annual leave.
We questioned their right to do this and
referred the dispute to the Fair Work
Commission.
The TWU WA Branch lawyer, Adam
Dzieciol, and, Industrial Officer, John
Collier represented the Union, and the
TWU members at the hearing.
When the matter could not be settled
at this hearing Deputy President Binet
referred the matter for a determination.

The effect of this limitation is that the
employee can only be directed to take
annual leave if after taking that leave, the
employee is left with at least 6 weeks’ of
annual leave.
The above restrictions are there for a
reason, namely, to make sure that an
employee has a reasonable amount of
annual leave left after taking any annual
leave that they may be directed to take
by an employer.

If the interpretation proposed by TNT
was accepted, then, the only restriction
on a direction by the company to an
employee to take leave would have been
the requirement to give the employee 28
days’ notice.
This case was a good win for our TNT
members.

While the matter was being decided
TNT agreed to suspend the direction to
employees to go on annual leave.
In her decision regarding this dispute,
Deputy President Binet accepted the
TWU submissions that the limitations set
out in the Road Transport and Distribution
Award 2010 regarding a direction by an
employer to an employee to take annual
leave, applied to TNT.
Those restrictions are that:
* the employee must have at least 8
weeks’ of accrued annual leave; and
* the employee cannot be directed to
take any more than a quarter of their
accrued annual leave.
The Wheel Summer 2016
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supporting the twu

Sykes Transport
local & long distance

General Freight
perth - goldfields 7 days
Phone: 9353 5577 Fax: 9353 2270
13 Bradford Street, Kewdale 6105

DOWNLOAD OUR FREE APP
WWW.JIFFYFOODS.COM.AU

Citywalk pty ltd t/as
ADDRESS
19 Howson Way, Bibra Lake, WA 6163
P: (08) 6595 0800 F: (08) 6595 0899
E: accounts@luckens.com.au

Phone: 9250 1455 • Fax: 9250 1473
• Mobile: 0408 145 390
2/17 Elmsfield Road, Midvale 6056

A TRUCKIES RECOMMENDED STOPOVER!!

RECOMMENDED BY THE TWU AND
servicing the wa truck & transport industry

Serving a wide variety of delicious
dine-in or take-away meals

belmont, osborne park
and
claremont

Swagman Roadhouse
24 HOURS
7 DAYS A WEEK

• Fuel Cards, Caltex, Shell, Motorpass, Motorcharge & Fleetcards
• Shower & Toilet Facilities • Accommodation • All Major Credit Cards
Lot 499 Hepburn Street, Mount Magnet Phone: 9963 4844 Fax: 9963 4330
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proud to supply tyres to the wa truck industry

For all Your Passenger
& Truck Tyre requirements

Osborne Park
Ph 9444 2233

348 Scarborough Beach Rd

Claremont
Ph 9286 2299
Stirling Rd &
St Quentin Ave

Belmont
Ph 9277 5418
202 Campbell St

www.tyresperth.com.au

The TWU visited the hardworking gang
at Suez in Welshpool late last year.

JOHN CUTRALI

Their EBA is set to expire in June 2017
and the guys are all very excited to get
soldiering ahead on negotiations.
Thank you to the crew at Suez - we look
forward to working with you lot as your
EBA expiry draws closer.

“Hello are you three lassies from Scotland?”

And that’s the last thing
I remember.

Joining fee $20.00
(new members only)
Full Year $569.80
(1stJan – 31stDec)

Joining fee $ 20.00
(new members only)
Fortnightly $22.35
(debited on your nominated day of each
fortnight)

Their accent appeared to be Scottish,
so I approached and asked,

So I apologized and replied,
“I am so sorry.
Are you three whales
from Scotland ?”

CASH – CHEQUE – BPAY
POST OFFICE 

DIRECT DEBIT
(from cheque, savings or credit card a/c)
(Visa, Mastercard accepted)

I was at the bar the other night and overheard
three very hefty women talking at the bar.

“It’s Wales, Wales you bloody idiot!”

(all prices include GST)

Half Year $295.90
(1st Jan-30th Jun and 1st Jul-31st Dec)

WHERE
YA FROM

One of them angrily screeched,

TWU MEMBERSHIP
FEES 2017

PARKING
INSPECTOR

As the coffin was being lowered into the
ground at a Parking Officers Funeral, a
voice from inside screams “I’m not dead,
I’m not dead. Let me out!” The Vicar
smiles, leans forward sucking air
through his teeth and mutters “Too
late pal, I’ve already done the
paperwork”

Monthly $48.40
(debited on your nominated date each month)
Half-yearly $295.90
(debited on 28th Feb & 30th Jun each year)
Yearly $569.80
(debited on 28th Feb each year)
PAYROLL DEDUCTION
(from participating employers only)
Joining fee $20.00
(new members only)
$11.20 per week
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Q Catering Staff Meals
Not Suitable

Q Catering members have had a win
in the Fair Work Commission over the
provision of SUITABLE MEALS.

The Commission agreed with our
arguments and ruled that: ‘The meals
provided by QCatering since 1 October
2014 are NOT SUITABLE MEALS’

Evidence from a company manager
failed to convince the Commissioner
otherwise. And not only were the meals
unsuitable they were not provided
meals as required by the Q Catering
collective agreement.

The Union thanks George Stella and
members for their assistance in bringing
the dispute to the Commission.
As we went to press we were preparing
to meet with Qantas management
to sort things out. And we are also
considering the options for any back
pay members might be entitled to.

Meetings of members and talks
with Sadleirs Transport have
resulted in an agreement to
change nothing and roll the
agreement over for 12 month.

Sadliers troops vote
to fight another day
Talking
Peanuts
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A year from now the economy
will hopefully have improved
and we can talk turkey again.
Thanks to all those members
who attended our meetings
and took part in the decision
making. MICK KNOWLES

The air hostess on my plane flight brought
me one of those packets of peanuts.
The peanuts remarked that my shirt and
tie combo looked very nice.
The peanuts were complimentary.

buyout
Think of it as
without the
package, Bob...
e ‘out’!”
‘Buy’ and just th

A SPARE SEAT AT THE
GRAND FINAL

It’s the AFL Grand Final, and an old Dockers supporter makes his way to
his seat right at the fence at the MCG.
He sits down, noticing that the seat next to him is empty. He leans over
and asks his neighbour if someone will be sitting there. ‘No,’ says the
neighbour. ‘The seat is empty.’
‘This is incredible,’ said the man. ‘Who in their right mind would have a seat
like this for the Grand Final and not use it?’
The neighbour says, ‘Well actually the seat belongs to me. I was supposed
to come with my wife, but she passed away. This is the first Grand Final we
haven’t been to together since we got married.’
‘Oh, I’m so sorry to hear that. That’s terrible….But couldn’t you find
someone else, a friend, relative or even a neighbour to take her seat?’ The
man shakes his head.
‘No,’ he says. ‘They’re all at the funeral.’

One in a million
China has a population of a billion people. One billion!
That means even if you’re a one in a million kind of guy, there are still a
thousand others exactly like you.

The Bravest
The scene is set, the night is cold,
the campfire is burning and the
stars twinkle in the dark night sky...
Three hang-glider pilots, one from
Australia, one from South Africa
and the other from New Zealand,
are sitting round a campfire near
Ayers Rock, each embroiled with
the bravado for which they are
famous.
A night of tall tales begins....
Kiven, the kiwi says, “I must be
the meanest, toughest heng glider
dude there us. Why, just the other
day, I linded in a field and scared
a crocodile thet got loose from the
swamp.
Et ate sux men before I wrestled ut
to the ground weth my bare hends
end beat ut’s bliddy ‘ed un.
Jerry from South Africa typically
can’t stand to be bettered. “Well
you guys, I lended orfter a 200 mile
flight on a tiny treck, ind a fifteen
foot Namibian desert snike slid
out from under a rock and made a
move for me.
I grebbed thet borsted with my
bare hinds and tore it’s head orf
ind sucked the poison down in one
gulp. Ind I’m still here today”.
Barry the Aussie remained silent,
slowly poking the fire with his penis.

Beating Boredum
I wondered what my parents did to fight
boredom before the internet. I asked my 12
brothers and sisters and they didn’t know
either.
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COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL • MINING

STATEWIDE SERVICE

✓ Pressurised Pneumatic Tankers
for Cartage to Mining Sectors
✓ Transporter of Wine, Demineralised Water
• Road Trains • Curtain Siders
• B Trains
• Drop Decks
• Bulk Tankers • General Haulage
• Water Tanks • Pressure Tanks
• Flat Tops

Main Roads
Accreditation
00873

WA Owned
& Managed
Company

24 HOUR Fax: 9410 1224 • 0418 928 669
SERVICE 117 Dalison Avenue, Wattleup, WA 6166

K e e p in g

WA Heavy Vehicle
Accreditation

Phone 9410 1726

t r uck an
d e q u ip m
en

t r e p a ir s
lo c a l

Recommended by TWU to the Transport Industry

Indian Ocean
Pallets Company

• Secondhand Pallets
• Good quality secondhand pallets (1 and 2 Tonnes)
• Euro and Plastic rated pallets

Call Jim 0449 571 270
Email: indianoceanpallets@mail.com

Delivery
to all
suburbs

SUPPORTING THE T.W.U.

• Spray Painting
• Fibreglass Repairs
• Panel Beating

☎ 08 9921 7244
Mob: 0437 433 910 | Fax: 9921 8554
40 Boyd Street, Geraldton
PO Box 5179, Wonthella 6530
westruck@herkspanel.com.au

• Chassis Aligning
• Trailer Straightening
• Measuring Systems
• All Recognised
Insurance repairs

Servicing the trucking industry
SOUTH OF THE RIVER

cvm trucks
truck service & repairs

Phone: 9455 1146 Fax: 9455 4910
Specialising in:

H Walker Beam Bush Replacement H Mobile Breakdown Vehicle
H Fleet Maintenance H Brake & Clutch Repairs
H Engine & Gearbox Repairs H Auto Electrical Repairs

91 Bannister Road, Canning Vale 6155

Supporting the TWU

ROAD DISTRIBUTION SERVICES

LOCAL INTERSTATE OVERSIZE LOADS
PHONE: 9259 8716 MOBILE: 0439 966 179
FAX: 9259 8778

123 Kurnall Road, Welshpool

Servicing the TWU Drivers and Roadtrains

BP WUBIN TRUCK STOP
Lot 1 Great Northern Highway, Wubin
(Sue Schmidt Prop.)

Phone / Fax: 9664 1013
• Open 7 days - 5.30am til very late
•Take away food, Dine in restaurant
• Ice, refreshments • Fuel
• EFTPOS machines
• Toilet and Shower facilities and

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME
A RECOMMENDED STOP OVER!

Servicing the WA Truck Industry
TWU Members Support Your Ex TWU Member from

byford
tyre service

H Refrigeration Transport H Semis
H B Trains H Chiller Freezer
H Pocket Road Trains & Rigids
Phone: 9721 4600 Fax: 9721 4900
Email: mark.m@swexpress.com.au
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8 Palmer Crescent,
Bunbury 6230

Tania Burns - proprietor
H Performance H
H Quality H Value H

KUMHO TYRES

Unit 1/21 Southwest Highway, Byford 6122

Phone: 9525 1215 Fax: 9525 1075
Email: admin@byfordtyres.com.au

Servicing the Metro Areas

Your Facebook Post
Could Cost You Your Job
Keep your private life
and your work
separate
warns TWU Lawyer ADAM DZIECIOL
If you consider that you can say anything
you like about anyone, including your boss
and/or work colleagues on social media,
and in particular Facebook, then think
again.
Your social media comments could cost
you your job, and possibly a lot more.
Defamation laws apply to comments on
social media in the same way as they do to
comments published in a newspaper or on
radio or on television.
This was confirmed in a recent case in
the Supreme Court of WA, where the
Court ordered a person to pay damages,
in excess of $200,000, for defamatory
comments made in in an online blog.
Facebook may provide a convenient space
to vent feelings and frustrations about your
job, or about a fellow worker.
However, if you are going to make a
comment about your work on Facebook,
then you should always keep in mind that
there is a good chance that your boss will
see that post.
Also, posts about your private views may
potentially be a problem, particularly if
you work in an area where a security
clearance is required; your comments
could be seen as being supportive of
extremist organisations or causes.
Each case will ultimately turn on its own
facts, however, the Fair Work Commission
has ruled that an employer may be justified
in dismissing an employee for social media
posts when:

• The employer has a
social media policy
which clearly sets out
employees’ obligations
and
which
informs
employees of the likely
consequences of breaches of the policy,
for example, disciplinary action, dismissal.
• The social media post is highly offensive,
for example, use of racist or profane
language, involves sexual harassment of
a co-worker, or is critical of the employer/
managers.
• The social media comments have the
potential to cause serious harm to
the employer’s business, damage its
reputation, or undermine its position.
However, employees have successfully
challenged social media-related dismissals
where, for example:
• The
employee’s
Facebook
post
complaining about adverse treatment
by the employer was considered to be
merely a foolish outburst, and not
detrimental to the employer’s business.
• The employee could demonstrate he or
she was inexperienced and unfamiliar
with how Facebook worked (although as
time goes on this is likely to become more
difficult.
• The employer did not have a social media
policy.
Although the best advice is to keep your
private life and your work separate, and not
post comments about work related matters
on Facebook.

READ
THE SIGN
Upon entering a little
country store, a stranger
noticed a sign reading,
“Danger! Beware of Dog”
posted on the glass door.
Inside, he noticed a
harmless old hound dog
asleep on the floor besides
the cash register.
He asked the store
manager, “Is that the dog
folks are supposed to
beware of?”
“Yep, that’s him,” he
replied. The stranger
couldn’t help but be
amused. “That certainly
doesn’t look like a
dangerous dog to me. Why
in the world would you
post that sign?”
“Because,” the owner
replied, “before I posted
that sign, people kept
tripping over him.”
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You Swine!
Two Italian Men Get on
a bus. They sit down and
engage in an animated
conversation.
The lady sitting behind them
ignores them at first, but her
attention is galvanized when
she hears one of the men
say the following:
“Emma come first. Den I
come. Den two asses come
together. I come once-amore. Two asses, they come
together again. I come again
and pee twice. Then I come
one lasta time.”

We’ll Miss You
Phil
The TWU is a quieter place this month
after the departing of one of our office’s
heavy weights, fabulous Phil Ogden.
Being a union organiser is one of
the toughest gigs out there but Phil
worked his guts out for your Union!
He signed up hundreds of Union
members making depots stronger
and always had the interests of bus
drivers.
However Phil decided he’d done
his bit for the Union and he’s now
back driving the buses he loves.
Phil was a character who will be
missed around the TWU office, but
we doubt that we have seen the
last of him.
His chair is being kept warm by a
new face, Mark Bydder, who has
been employed as a bus organiser.
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“You foul-mouthed swine,”
retorted the lady indignantly.
“In this country we don’t talk
about our sex lives in public!”
“Hey, coola down lady,” said
the man. “Who talkin’ abouta
sexa? I’m a justa tellin’
my frienda how to spella
‘Mississippi’.

WA Drivers
Dig Deep

Mark will join Kari Pnacek in looking
after our bus driving members.

Most people would have heard of
the appalling death of Brisbane
bus driver Manmeet Sharma who
tragically lost his life while doing
his job.

Before Phil left us he made great
progress at Fulton Hogan, and
in the South West and where he
looked after both truck and bus
drivers.

This good man was respected and
loved by all those who knew him
and he has been taken away from
a devastated a grieving family.
behind

His legacy lives on after the bus
fires of 2014 when he fought tooth
and nail for fire emergency training
for bus drivers as part of their
workplace training.

In WA we decided to take up a
collection for his family and I was
amazed at the generosity of the
drivers in the Transperth System.

Phil will always be remembered
for the significant contribution he
made to the TWU.
Phil is pictured with our hard
working delegate Marilyn “Nanna”
Mort at Transdev in O’Connor.

We raised over $1200. It would
have been more but I could not get
to all the depots in the short time
that I had.
I would like to thank all those who
donated, it made me proud to be
involved in the bus industry. Well
done. Phil Ogden.

John’s Going Fishing....
And golfing and relaxing
and whatever else he
feels like doing
PAUL ASLAN Reports

After 45 years at Grace Removal’s delegate John ‘Pilch’ Rosentals
jumped at the opportunity to ice the retirement cake with a
redundancy package offered by the company.
Not that John needed a carry case on the last day to carry the loot
home.
“I think I got about 16 weeks pay – it probably would have fitted in
the fob pocket of my pants,” John joked.
Of course every bit of cash comes in handy when you retire and
John was glad of the small windfall.
“Initially the firm’s head office in Sydney wanted to get rid of eight
of us but local management reckoned they could only afford to lose
four.” The transport industry veteran explained.
“And to their credit Grace offered the handshakes to us long-term
old buggers in recognition of our service records and loyalty to the
company.
“My 45 years with Grace included 17 years driving trucks and
lugging furniture around, 25 years as a superviser and five years on
the big fork.
“Between two of us Alan Steed and I
clocked up over 90 years with the company
– I’ll miss Steedy, a really top fella.
John won’t get an argument with us on
the subject of the legendary Alan Steed
who represented the Grace troops for four
decades or more.
As the Wheel went to press we were
waiting for Alan to get back from the land
of the long white cloud to interview him
for the magazine.

“To their
credit Grace
offered the
handshakes
to us old
buggers”

As for ‘Pilch’, he’s going fishing and golfing.
“My old man was a professional fisherman and we were raised
down at Mandurah where I spent a lot of time on the Murray River.
“That’s where I got the Pilch nickname, because of my ability to
catch them. They were a bloody good eating fish too.” John
reminisced.
Playing golf once a week – often at El Cabello,one of his favourite
courses, and fishing will keep John busy.
On a recent trip 25 kms out from The Cut in his 6 meter run-about
he and a mate hauled in three big dhufish, several crays and a
heap of crabs.
I asked John for the exact spot so I could tell Wheel readers where
to go.
He promised that on his next trip he will paint the words DHUFISH
HERE on the water before heading back to shore.
John Rosentals has certainly done his lot for Australia. 45 years in
furniture removal and two years national service, including a tour in
Vietnam have earned him a break.
We wish John and his lovely wife Helen a long and happy retirement
together.
The Wheel Summer 2016
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Recommended by the TWU and Servicing the
WA Truck & Transport Industry

Supporting the T.W.U.
ANDREW BELLMAN
KALGOORLIE MANAGER

REAL TIME GPS TRACKING IVMS
AND ASSET MANAGEMENT

60 Great Eastern Highway
Kalgoorlie, WA 6430
Phone: (08) 9021 3611
Fax: (08) 9021 1397
Email: adminkalgoorlie@rockysown.com.au

www.rockysown.com.au

Transport Specialist

Flat Rate

15 per month

$

Monitoring Fee
NO HIDDEN
SOFTWARE FEES

100% WEST AUSTRALIAN HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE CLOUD SOLUTION

“GUARANTEED TO BEAT ANY FORMAL
WRITTEN QUOTE IN AUSTRALIA”

CALL 1800 454 668

138/3 Radium Street, Welshpool WA
www.liontrack.net.au
Email: admin@liontrack.net.au

pleased to support the twu

marsue
transport
•
•
•
•
•
•

EXTENDABLES
ROADTRAIN
B TRAINS
Mobile: 0418 927 843
Office: 1300 436 800 Fax: 9353 5076
OVERSIZE
Operations email: bookings@allwesttransport.com.au
STORAGE
Administration email: admin@allwesttransport.com.au
HOTSHOTS
15 Valentine Street, Kewdale, WA 6105

www.bishopstransport.com.au

specialised transport of
dangerous goods

Phone: 9454 8825 Fax: 9454 5385
Email: admin@marsue.com.au
39 Harrison Road, Forrestfield 6058

l dt o n
G e raTOWING
services
Truckies Recommended for Support - Lloyd Radford from

24 hours
7 days a week

PERTH - PORT HEDLAND - KARRATHA - BROOME - DERBY
SCHEDULED GENERAL & REFRIGERATED SERVICES
SPECIALISING IN MINING, OIL & GAS INDUSTRY TRANSPORT
We have all DG licences including Explosives & Radioactive Licences

Also Towing Services for all Vehicles

Mobile: 0429 203 708

Phone: 9965 3900

Email: admin@geraldtontowing.com.au

Servicing the Trucking Industry Statewest

mortlock
fabrication & repairs
Office: 37 Eva Street,
Maddington 6109

avon valley

truck body specialist
Truck & Trailer Modifications
All types of Welding & Steel Fabrications

phone: 9629 1168 fax: 9629 1269
lot 463 main st, goomalling 6460
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Garbo sacked for wee
in laneway wins job back
The Fair Work Commission has ruled
a garbage truck driver who was given
the boot for urinating in a CBD laneway
must be give his job back..
Commissioner Michelle Bissett said the
man’s employer had a valid reason to
dismiss the driver but the sacking was
too high a penalty.
A City of Melbourne inspector nabbed
the driver and gave him an infringement
notice for public urination.
The inspector also contacted the man’s
employer, Citywide, and dobbed him in
over the incident.
Citywide met with the driver twice to
discuss the incident and find out why he
was unable to wait until he could find a
toilet.
The driver was unable to offer an
explanation for his actions but said he
had been unwell and might have had a
bladder infection.
However, the driver failed to sign a
release allowing Citywide to contact his
doctor to determine whether his bladder

infection meant he needed to urgently
urinate in the street.
Citywide told the driver that the incident
had the potential to damage its
reputation given the laneway was
overlooked by residential apartments.
It dismissed him for serious misconduct.
While Citywide had a valid reason to
dismiss the driver, the dismissal was harsh
because it was disproportionate to his
misconduct, Commissioner Bissett found.
Commissioner Bissett said that there
were “many (perhaps too many)”
decisions involving the dismissal of
urinating employees but that each case
turned on a consideration of its facts.

‘Driver had 90 minutes
to find a toilet’

While Citywide had a valid reason to
dismiss the driver, the dismissal was
harsh because it was disproportionate to
his misconduct, Commissioner Bissett
found.
“He appears conscientious of his work,
is aware that what he did was wrong,
has not attempted to deny it, advised his
manager at the conclusion of his shift
and has shown true remorse,” she said.

“I do not consider urinating in a public
laneway in the CBD to be acceptable
conduct by an employee of Citywide.

She accepted that the dismissal had
personal consequences for the driver’s
family because he was the sole
breadwinner and had been unable to
find another job.

“This is particularly so when, on [the
driver’s] best evidence, he had 90
minutes within which he ‘felt the urge’
to urinate and so could have accessed
a toilet to do so,” the commissioner said.

Commissioner Bissett concluded that
the driver was unfairly dismissed and
ordered reinstatement.

The driver also had a good employment
record.

Amputee not trained on loading
A 22 year old demolition worker had
his leg amputated after a horrific
incident which occurred while he was
operating a skid steer loader.

The piece of concrete
weighed 920kg

Magistrate Reynolds found the worker
hadn’t been wearing his seatbelt at
the time of the incident, but accepted
that he had been instructed to use it.

His employer, PPK Demolition pleaded
guilty to breaching the State OHS
Act, and was fined $45,000, without
conviction, plus $4564 in costs.

machine tipped forward and ejected
him from his seat.

“A young man lost his leg because
a discussion about safe operation of
this machine was not had,” WorkSafe
Victoria health and safety executive
director Marnie Williams said after the
decision.

The Melbourne Magistrates Court
found the firm had failed to ensure
employees could competently assess
load weights for mobile plant.
The worker, who was using a skid
steer loader to place a large piece
of concrete in a skip bin when the

His right leg was then crushed above
the knee by the vehicle’s lowering
boom, and later amputated in hospital.
The piece of concrete weighed
920kg, which was well above the
loader’s rated operating capacity of
748kg, and caused the loader to tip
when the worker raised its bucket at
the skip bin.

“Demolition sites are dynamic and,
as the site changes, so do the risks.
It’s vital that everyone keeps safety
front of mind to prevent these kinds of
horrific incidents,” she said
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Fasten Your Seatbelts!
With the election of Donald Trump to the US presidency the entire world
awaits his move into the White House on January 20 with a mixture
of great anticipation and trepidation.

Trump promised voters all sorts weird
and wonderful action including ending
the Syrian War in a day or two, dropping
a nuclear bomb on Iran, building a wall
across the Mexican Border and deporting
several million illegal immigrants.
But the one that will probably have the
biggest impact on Australia was his
promised attack on globalisation and
free trade agreements.
Trump struck a chord with many working
class people with his catchcry, “We Will
Make America Great Again!”
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PAUL ASLAN Reports
People who believe globalisation,
millions of jobs going offshore and free
trade agreements have destroyed their
manufacturing industries along with
their jobs and living standards were
attracted by Trump’s rhetoric.
Since the election there has been
massive speculation about what Trump
will actually do. It has to be the biggest
political story in my life time and I am
closing in on 70.

We certainly live in interesting times
and local politicians of all types and
colour have opinions on how the Trump
phenomenon will play out.
I was attracted to recent comments from
Labor leader Bill Shorten.
Shorten has attributed US voters
inflicting their wrath on the political
establishment to the “long term decline
of the economic security of working
people.”
He claims we have witnessed “the rise
of the working people in America.”

Shorten says, “Some of the seeds of
disquiet are growing in this country
(Australia) although we are not there yet.”

The Most Outrageous Donald
Trump Quotes, Ever!

Interestingly the Labor leader seems to
have taken a leaf out of Tony Abbott’s little
black book of slogans for regular use in the
lead up to an election.

Love him or hate him the president elect is nothing if not politically
incorrect. In fact he is probably the most politically incorrect
politician to ever stand for office.

The one-liners include:

The following are just 15 of hundreds of colourful quotes from the
man who will soon become leader of the free world.

• Buy Australian First in our contracts.
• Employ Australians First.
Can’t say I disagree with anything there
and I expect most Australians will feel
much the same way.
The
rundown
of
the
Australian
manufacturing industry is a national
disgrace. 40,000 jobs alone will go with
the closure of the Ford, Holden and Toyota
Plants.
I agree with Shorten that Australians are
becoming increasingly worried about their
jobs and living standards.
Former US Ambassador Kim Beazley says
that while Australia bore some similarities
to the United States, the differences were
stark.
He says, “We’ve always had a strong social
wage, a continuing influence of unions
on actual wages, whereas the American
working classes have had no real wage
rise for 30 years.
“Yet in that period of time the income of
the average Australian working class has
increased two-and-a-half times, and
they have mandatory superannuation” Kim
Beazley said.
“On top of that you’ve (Australians)
had a program to address the concerns,
with universal healthcare, education
expenditure, reskilling when jobs disappear
in certain categories.
Kim Beazley makes very good points but
what he hasn’t said is that all these benefits
of being Australian are now coming under
serious threat.
Thousands of jobs have disappeared in
WA with the end of the mining boom and
this state has the worst unemployment
record in Australia.
We are also seeking across the board
attacks on jobs, wages and conditions,
superannuation and age pensions.
The writing is on the wall and we are
already heading down US paths that are
clearly not a good places to go.
We live in interesting times.

“

Robert
Pattinson
should not take back
Kristen Stewart. She
cheated on him like a dog &
will do it again – just watch.
He can do much
better!

I will build a
great wall – and nobody
builds walls better than me,
believe me – and I’ll build them
very inexpensively. I will build
a great, great wall on our
southern border, and I will make
Mexico pay for that wall.
Mark my words.

My fingers
are long and
beautiful, as are
various other parts
of my body.

I think the
only difference
between me and the
other candidates is that
I’m more honest and my
women are more
beautiful.

The other
candidates — they
went in, they didn’t know
the air conditioning didn’t
work. They sweated like
dogs…How are they gonna
beat ISIS? I don’t think
it’s gonna happen

You know, it
really doesn’t matter
what the media write
as long as you’ve got a
young, and beautiful,
piece of ass.

If I were
running ‘The
View’, I’d fire Rosie
O’Donnell. I mean, I’d
look at her right in that
fat, ugly face of hers, I’d
say ‘Rosie, you’re
fired’.

When Mexico
sends its people, they’re
not sending the best. They’re
not sending you, they’re sending
people that have lots of problems
and they’re bringing those problems
with us. They’re bringing drugs.
They’re bringing crime. They’re
rapists… And some, I
assume, are good
people.

I’ve said if
Ivanka weren’t
my daughter,
perhaps I’d be
dating her.

The beauty of
me is that I’m
very rich.

I have never
seen a thin person
drinking Diet
Coke.

It’s freezing
and snowing in
New York – we
need global
warming.

My IQ is one
of the highest —
and you all know it!
Please don’t feel so
stupid or insecure;
it’s not your
fault.

I was down
there, and I watched
our police and our firemen,
down on 7-Eleven, down
at the World Trade
Centre, right after it
came down

“The point
is, you can never
be too greedy.” Isn’t
greed one of the
7 DEADLY
SINS!

“

• Build Australia First.
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Recommended by the TWU and Servicing
the WA Truck & Transport Industry

Radio Hire Specialists in WA
Quality two-way radio communication equipment
For Hir
Sales & S e,
for hire, either short term or long term as needed
Portables ervice,
,M
at competitive rates. Motomara is WA owned
Base Sta obiles,
tions
and operated, looking forward to giving you
Repeaters &
strong and reliable solutions to your radio needs.

Call Mike on 1800 668 662
or Mobile 0417 470 422 Fax 9458 2121

Or call into unit 2, 138 Radium St, Welshpool 6106
Email: motomara@motomara.com.au Visit: www.motomara.com.au

K e e p in g

t r uck an
d e q u ip m
en

t r e p a ir s
lo c a l

Servicing the TWU Drivers and Roadtrains

BP WUBIN TRUCK STOP
Lot 1 Great Northern Highway, Wubin
(Sue Schmidt Prop.)

Phone / Fax: 9664 1013
• Open 7 days - 5.30am til very late
•Take away food, Dine in restaurant
• Ice, refreshments • Fuel
• EFTPOS machines
• Toilet and Shower facilities and

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME
A RECOMMENDED STOP OVER!

SUPPORTING THE T.W.U.

• Spray Painting
• Fibreglass Repairs
• Panel Beating

☎ 08 9921 7244
Mob: 0437 433 910 | Fax: 9921 8554
40 Boyd Street, Geraldton
PO Box 5179, Wonthella 6530
westruck@herkspanel.com.au

• Chassis Aligning
• Trailer Straightening
• Measuring Systems
• All Recognised
Insurance repairs

Servicing the trucking industry
SOUTH OF THE RIVER

cvm trucks
truck service & repairs

Phone: 9455 1146 Fax: 9455 4910
Specialising in:

H Walker Beam Bush Replacement H Mobile Breakdown Vehicle
H Fleet Maintenance H Brake & Clutch Repairs
H Engine & Gearbox Repairs H Auto Electrical Repairs

91 Bannister Road, Canning Vale 6155

Supporting the TWU

ROAD DISTRIBUTION SERVICES

LOCAL INTERSTATE OVERSIZE LOADS
PHONE: 9259 8716 MOBILE: 0439 966 179
FAX: 9259 8778

123 Kurnall Road, Welshpool

Recommended by TWU to the Transport Industry

Indian Ocean
Pallets Company

• Secondhand Pallets
• Good quality secondhand pallets (1 and 2 Tonnes)
• Euro and Plastic rated pallets

Call Jim 0449 571 270
Email: indianoceanpallets@mail.com

Delivery
to all
suburbs

Servicing the WA Truck Industry
TWU Members Support Your Ex TWU Member from

byford
tyre service

H Refrigeration Transport H Semis
H B Trains H Chiller Freezer
H Pocket Road Trains & Rigids
Phone: 9721 4600 Fax: 9721 4900
Email: mark.m@swexpress.com.au

8 Palmer Crescent,
Bunbury 6230

Tania Burns - proprietor
H Performance H
H Quality H Value H

KUMHO TYRES

Unit 1/21 Southwest Highway, Byford 6122

Phone: 9525 1215 Fax: 9525 1075
Email: admin@byfordtyres.com.au

Servicing the Metro Areas

DISCLAIMER: All articles in this magazine are published on the understanding that they are the original work of the authors, and that the views are not necessarily those of the publisher.
The publisher is not responsible for the accuracy of items submitted, but makes every reasonable effort to verify information. Editorial staff accept no responsibility for accuracy of
material submitted for publication but every effort will be made to verify information. Editorial staff reserve the right to reject, edit and rearrange any item submitted for publication.
The Trade Practices Act provides severe penalties for false and misleading advertising. Because it is not possible for this magazine’s staff to check the accuracy of advertising claims, the
responsibility for accuracy lies with the person or companies submitting material for publication.
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Notice of Termination
Compiled by TWU Industrial Officer JOSH DALLISTON

An employer must not terminate an employee’s employment unless they
have given the employee written notice of the day of the termination.
And they have given the minimum period of notice or paid the employee in lieu
of notice at the full rate of pay for at least the hours the employee would have worked
had the employment continued until the end of the minimum period of notice.

What amount of
notice must an
employer give?
Employee’s period of continuous
service with the employer at the end of
the day the notice is given.
 Not more than 1 year: 1 week
 More than 1 year but not more than
3 years: 2 weeks
 More than 3 years but not more than
5 years: 3 weeks
 More than 5 years: 4 weeks
If the employee is over 45 years old,
and has completed at least two years
of service at the end of the day notice

is given, the employee receives an
additional one week’s notice.
An employer does not need to provide
notice of termination (or payment in lieu
of notice) to:
E
 mployees employed for a specified
period of time, for a specified task, or
for the duration of a specified season
E
 mployees
whose
employment
is terminated because of serious
misconduct (for example, an
employee who has, in the course of
their employment, engaged in theft,
fraud or assault)

If you are dismissed for serious
misconduct then you forfeit your right
to notice of termination (or payment in
lieu) and pro-rata long service leave,
however your employer must still pay
you any accrued annual leave and long
service leave.

 A casual employee
E
 mployee (other than an apprentice)
to whom a training arrangement
applies and whose employment is
for a specified period of time or is, for
any reason, limited to the duration of
the training arrangement.

What is serious
misconduct?

oss
“Fired - for gr
totally get the
incompetence. I
incompetent?!”
gross part, but

Examples of actions which constitute
serious misconduct include theft, fraud,
assault, or being intoxicated at work.
Even refusing to carry out a lawful and
reasonable instruction that is part of the
job can be serious misconduct if the
consequences of the refusal are serious
enough.

Serious misconduct is conduct by an
employee that is intentional and causes
serious immediate risk to the health or
safety of a person, or the reputation,
viability or profitability of the business
or deliberately behaves in a way that
is inconsistent with continuing their
employment.

What amount of
notice must an
employee give?
An award or agreement may include
terms specifying the period of notice
an employee must give in order to
terminate his or her employment.
However this is generally the same
as the notice required to be given by
the employer (less any requirement to
increase notice due to age).
In the event that an employee does not
give the minimum required amount of
notice, the employer may be entitled to
withhold monies equal to the amount of
notice the employee has not worked.
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Fishing
Buddies

The Nymphomanic on the plane
A man boarded an airplane and took his
seat. As he settled in, he glanced up and
saw the most beautiful woman boarding the
plane.
He soon realized she was heading straight
towards his seat … As fate would have it,
she took the seat right beside his.
Eager to strike up a conversation he blurted
out, ” Business trip or pleasure?”
She turned, smiled and said, “” Business.
I’m going to the Annual Nympho- maniacs of
America Convention in Boston .”
He swallowed hard. Here was the most
gorgeous woman he had ever seen sitting
next to him, and she was going to a meeting
of nymphomaniacs.
Struggling to maintain his composure, he
calmly asked, “What’s your business role at
this convention?”
” Lecturer,” she responded. ” I use
information that I have learned from my
personal experiences to debunk some of
the popular myths about sexuality.”

“Really?” he said. ” And what kind of myths
are there?”
“Well,” she explained,” one popular myth
is that African-American men are the most
well-endowed of all men, when in fact it is
the Native American Indian who is most
likely to possess that trait.
Another popular myth is that Frenchmen
are the best lovers, when actually it is
men of Jewish descent who are the best.
I have also discovered that the lover with
absolutely the best stamina is the Southern
Redneck.”
Suddenly the woman became a little
uncomfortable and blushed. ” I’m sorry,”
she said, ” I shouldn’t really be discussing
all of this with you. I don’t even know your
name…”
“Tonto,” the man said, “Tonto Goldstein, but
my friends call me Bubba.

Marriage
My missus reckons
marriage is a fancy

word for adoption of an

overgrown MAN-CHILD
that can’t take care of
himself.

“I couldn’t find any carrots for
the nose, so I grabbed this
from my mom’s drawer...”
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A Kiwi and an Aussie
went fishing one
afternoon and decided
to have a couple of cold
beers.
After a while the Aussie
says to the Kiwi, “If I
was to sneak over to
your house and made
wild passionate love
to your wife while you
were at work, and she
got pregnant and had a
baby, would that make
us related?”
The Kiwi after a great
deal of thought, says,
“Well, I don’t know
about related, but it
sure would make us
even.”

RECOMMENDED BY THE TWU

1 Wellard St,
Bibra Lake WA 6163
(08) 9494 2777
(08) 9494 2788
Specialising in
Pressurized Pneumatic
Tankers.
Specialising in
Project Logistics, Heavy
Haulage, Bulk Tipper
and General Freight
Transport Operations.

www.matictransport.com.au

We are Perth’s premier service
and repair centre for:
Pressure Tankers
■ General Trailer Repairs
■

Truck Fit Up
■ Mobile Service
■

PAUL EGAN 0499 249 799
Trailer Repairs Service Manager

BRAD SNOOK 0438 249 111
Pneumatic Tankers Service Manager
22 Cocos Drive, Bibra Lake WA 6163
PHONE 08 9494 2712 FAX 08 9434 9428

www.bibralaketrailerrepairs.com.au

MAJOR MOTORS
“ The Truck Specialists”
• ISUZU TRUCK SALES • NEW & USED TRUCKS
• PARTS & EQUIPMENT   • SERVICE & REPAIRS
TRUCKS
forrestfield: 789 Abernethy Rd - 9365 6333
O’CONNOR: 324 Stock Rd - 9331 9331
MALAGA: 65 Crocker Dr - 9249 1740
The Team Driven by Your Transport Needs
DL 1141

Visit our Website at: www.majormotors.com.au

